Post-Pandemic
Portfolio Positioning
What’s a Retailer to do?
The impact of the coronavirus pandemic and the ensuing economic strains
have continued for much of the brick-and-mortar world; still, retailers have a
rare window to transform their real estate portfolios faster than ever. As we
begin to put COVID-19 in the rearview mirror and look forward to achieving
our “new normal”, proactive retailers will likely capitalize on a unique
opportunity to embrace the post-pandemic reality to reshape their footprints.
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Let’s first
consider some
of what has
transpired in this
space over the
recent years.
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There has been a steady increase in online retail sales, a trend with many pundits believing
there will be a continuing negative impact on retailers’ need for physical stores. The pandemic
put online sales into hyperdrive and is now wholly ingrained into consumers’ shopping habits.
Online sales have grown so precipitously that UBS is estimating 80,000 retail stores will close
by 2026. However, there will undoubtedly be a continued evolution regarding new types of
users for retail space and the repurposing of retail space. For example, Coresight Research
reports that Amazon, between 2016 and 2019, converted 25 malls into fulfillment centers.
Along with permanent closures that have already occurred due to pandemic-related factors
and the anticipated additional closures, a continued decrease in market rents is sure to follow.

Relocation/Repositioning
With the availability of high-quality retail real estate due to the pandemic, retailers can determine whether it is in their best interest to
relocate or reposition in given markets to obtain market saturation and ideal positioning. Retailers may obtain higher quality real estate
at the same or lower rents than they are currently paying, thereby maximizing sales and controlling the overall spend associated with the
effort. Saturated markets should also be studied to determine if repositioning or scaling back stores will help recapture lost sales.

Much of the downward pressure in market rents have occurred, with some markets experiencing
up to or even exceeding a 25% decrease in rents.
However, not everything is doom and gloom. Increasingly, online shopping and in-store retail are
working as one. The brick-and-mortar locations make it easier for companies to get products
to their customers who may order online or return directly to stores. Moreover, many historically

Lease Restructuring

online retailers are turning to brick-and-mortar locations for the same reasons. As such, the
demand for physical stores will remain. Now is a unique time in retail for those opportunistic

Retailers can renegotiate leases to more favorable rental rates/terms, focusing on stores that perform well and have several years of a

retailers committed to being proactive with their portfolios, to be innovative.

remaining lease while also reworking lease terms for the more modestly performing stores in the portfolio.

Proactive minded retailers can move forward and optimize their portfolios through:

A market study will help to determine:
- Market rents in the surrounding area
- Vacancies in the identified property as well as nearby vacancies (e.g., potential relocation sites)
- the location of the retailer’s nearby outlets
- new developments (e.g., retail, commercial, residential)
- any shift of positioning for the main retail area; a shift in demographics and competitors’ locations.

Expansion

A strategic lease restructuring project will incorporate knowledge from the market study, review the underlying lease for points of
negotiating leverage, and a complete understanding of the retailer’s goals.
Providing a landlord with additional term provides them with valuable flexibility, for example, the ability to refinance or even sell the

Retailers can be opportunistic by expanding in markets where they now have the ability
to reach full saturation or enter markets afresh at lower rents. For example, market rents
continue to fall throughout much of the US, allowing growth-minded retailers to go back
into markets where prior expansion was challenging.

asset. In many cases, providing a retailer with a lower rent while obtaining an additional committed term from the retailer will still
increase the asset’s value - creating a “win-win” scenario for the retailer and the landlord.

Other than lower rent, a retailer can negotiate several beneficial terms, including:
- free rent or maintain current rent
- a remodel allowance
- more favorable option rents, the removal of percentage rent clauses, converting percentage rent into base rent
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- non-economic lease modifications, e.g., homogenize lease provisions across the portfolio
(e.g., radius restrictions, continuous operations), improved signage, restriped parking lots, etc.
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Expansion

Lease Restructuring

Retailers can be opportunistic by expanding in markets where they now have the ability to reach

Retailers can renegotiate leases to more favorable rental rates/terms, focusing on stores that perform well and have several years of a remaining

full saturation or enter markets afresh at lower rents. For example, market rents continue to fall

lease while also reworking lease terms for the more modestly performing stores in the portfolio.

throughout much of the US, allowing growth-minded retailers to go back into markets where prior
expansion was challenging.

A market study will help to determine:
- Market rents in the surrounding area
- Vacancies in the identified property as well as nearby vacancies (e.g., potential relocation sites)
- the location of the retailer’s nearby outlets
- new developments (e.g., retail, commercial, residential)
- any shift of positioning for the main retail area; a shift in demographics and competitors’ locations.
A strategic lease restructuring project will incorporate knowledge from the market study, review the underlying lease for points of negotiating

Relocation/
Repositioning
With the availability of high-quality retail real estate due to the pandemic, retailers can determine

leverage, and a complete understanding of the retailer’s goals.
Providing a landlord with additional term provides them with valuable flexibility, for example, the ability to refinance or even sell the asset.
In many cases, providing a retailer with a lower rent while obtaining an additional committed term from the retailer will still increase the asset’s
value - creating a “win-win” scenario for the retailer and the landlord.
Other than lower rent, a retailer can negotiate several beneficial terms, including:

whether it is in their best interest to relocate or reposition in given markets to obtain market
saturation and ideal positioning. Retailers may obtain higher quality real estate at the same or lower

- free rent or maintain current rent

rents than they are currently paying, thereby maximizing sales and controlling the overall spend

- a remodel allowance

associated with the effort. Saturated markets should also be studied to determine if repositioning or

- more favorable option rents, the removal of percentage rent clauses, converting percentage rent into base rent

scaling back stores will help recapture lost sales.

- non-economic lease modifications, e.g., homogenize lease provisions across the portfolio
(e.g., radius restrictions, continuous operations), improved signage, restriped parking lots, etc.
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Lease Renewal

Lease Renewal

Actively reshaping lease terms help solidify portfolios for the long term. Forward-thinking retailers

Actively reshaping lease terms help solidify portfolios for the long term. Forward-thinking retailers have focused on lease

have focused on lease renewal programs for a couple of decades. In particular, formal lease renewal

renewal programs for a couple of decades. In particular, formal lease renewal programs became all the rage due to Sarbanes-

programs became all the rage due to Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) and then, a little later, the global financial

Oxley (SOX) and then, a little later, the global financial crisis of 2007–2008. Both events required retailers to revisit ways to

crisis of 2007–2008. Both events required retailers to revisit ways to better control their spend and look

better control their spend and look more closely at lease renewals, similar to signing a new lease rather than a rubber stamp

more closely at lease renewals, similar to signing a new lease rather than a rubber stamp approval on

approval on a good performing store.
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a good performing store.
Similar to lease restructuring, a market study should be performed for all lease renewals. The retailer should determine the ideal
Similar to lease restructuring, a market study should be performed for all lease renewals. The retailer

term to commit to and the rent they are willing to pay, based on the existing market and the current terms of their lease. A typical

should determine the ideal term to commit to and the rent they are willing to pay, based on the existing

mature retailer will have 15-20+% of their store portfolio approaching a renewal in any given year. By having a formalized lease

market and the current terms of their lease. A typical mature retailer will have 15-20+% of their store

renewal program, the retailer can make decisions and negotiate with landlords well before their lease notice dates.

portfolio approaching a renewal in any given year. By having a formalized lease renewal program, the
retailer can make decisions and negotiate with landlords well before their lease notice dates.

Disposition
An annual review of the bottom 5-10% of underperforming stores in the portfolio is crucial for the
portfolio optimization process. The result may be repositioning a store(s) or just the outright closure
of stores that are a significant drain to the retailer’s bottom line. Retailers can mitigate losses from
poor-performing stores by negotiating lease terminations with landlords and/or identifying subtenants/
replacement tenants. It is not unusual for the largest retailers in the US to have a surplus property
portfolio with over 100 locations. Implementing a formal disposition program is vital to mitigating the
liability associated with these underperforming stores.
The retailer should identify where they are overstored or have underperforming stores. A market study
can help determine write-downs, buyout budgets, asking rents/prices, etc. The retailer can utilize
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this information to implement a marketing program, lease termination negotiations with landlords and
negotiations with potential subtenants.
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